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Wednesday
CommonHourtimeset
everyone is going to want to plan
something when they know it's a
The final Common Hour
free period."
John Mortensen, USUregschedule will eliminate classes
istrar, said he will present the
from 11:30a.m. to 12:45p.m.,
fall 2012 schedule at Monday's
· · th e f·irst week Of th e
begmnmg
FacultySenate Executive
Committee meeting. The
fall 2012 semester.
In lieu of scheduled classes,
scheduIe ind icates c1asses begind
II
h
h
stu ents wi ave t e option to
ning at 11:30a.m. on Mondays,
attend lectures and th er proWednesdaysand Fridayswill
grammed events they otherwise
becomeMondayand Friday
may not be able to participate in, classes.The two classes per week
said Marie Squyres,.th e 20ll•l 2
will be in session for one hour
A rts and Lectures duector.
and 15 minutes each, similar to
"Nowwe know we have a
Tuesdayand Thursday classes.
block where ·· · (students) aren't
After Common Hour ends at
going to have
class
conflicts,"
12:45
p.m., Wednesdayclasses
Squyres sai·d· "The onIYth'mg
will continue, starting at I
that really could be the downside p.m. and ending 50 minutes
is that during the Common
from their start time, with a
Hour that happens every week,
IO-minutebreak between each.
BY CATHERINEBENNITT

editor in chief

°

This schedule will continue
throughout the afternoon until
the 4 p.m. class ends at 4:50 p.m.
Classesin session on
Wednesdaysbefore Common
Hour will begin on the half hour,
starting at 7:30 a.m., and carry
out the way they presently do
unti I 11:20a.m.
"Before,it was going to be two
days, on Tuesdayand Thursday,"
Mortensen said. "Andpart of the
discussion was we didn't want
to disadvantage students in any
way."
There were big impacts to
students' scheduleswith the first
plan, Mortensen said, because
many classes were pushed back
or scheduledearlier. Students'
,___________
See ASUSU, Page 2
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Paneldiscussesdisability righti=
BY MARISSASHIELDS
staff writer

The Center for Persons with
Disabilities screened the movie
"LivesWorth Living,"a film
about the history of the disability rights movement. After
the film, shown on Friday, Jan.
20, the center organized a panel
discussion, focusing on current
issues regarding people with
disabilities.
"I am not a disabled person,
I am a person with a disability.
It does not define who I am, but
I am proud of who I am, and I
ask you not to put the person
last," said Trish Smith, a Salt
Lake City resident who attended
the event.
Rights for people with disabilities have come a long way,
but disability-rights advocates
still have work to do, according
to a panel member.
According to the film "Lives
Worth Living,"the Americans
with Disabilities Act requires
federal government programs
and businesses like restaurants
and stores to be accessibleto
people with disabilities. The

•

SCOTT SERRE, a vocational rehabilitation counselor m Salt LakeCity, spoke out m a panel about a film presented
by the Center for Persons with Disabilities on Jan. 20. Panel members discussed the state of d1sab1l1tyrights and what
the government and manufacturers might do to improve access to goods and services for those with disabilities.
CODYGOCHNOUR
photo

ADAwas signed on July 26,
1990.
Andrea Pitts, a member of
the Utah StatewideIndependent
Living Council, said she is

working on streamlining communications between service
providers and consumers.
Often, consumers who need
wheelchairs have to wait for

weeks while the insurance
companies and care providers
grapple about payments and
terms, Pitts said, and the con•)See PROGRAM,Page 3

Committeeannouncesseniorgift
Drinkingfountain on Quadplanned to includ~
;~=
water bottle-fillingstation
_B_Y_B_R-IA_N_N_A_B_O_D_I_LY
_ __._____
staff writer

some Design
Stars making
something
from very little yesterday.
Check it out:

In line with the university's efforts to go
green, this year's senior gift could be a present for both the environment and students
who enjoy spending time on the Quad.
"The senior gift for this year will be an
outdoor water station with two drinking
fountains and a water bottle-filling part out
on the Quad," said Blake Nemelka, the USU
Student Giving Chair.
Each year graduating seniors present a
farewellgift to the university. The Student
Giving Committee chooses an idea based
on suggestions from seniors and discussion
within the committee. When a project is
chosen, it is presented to the seniors, who

are asked to donate to the final cost.
"It's a reflection of how (students) feel
their experience went here," Nemelka said.
"There are only so many positive things
we can say about the university. This is an
actual tangible gift we can give back to the
university and say thank you."
Past gifts include: the A on top of Old
Main Tower,the "USU"sign on 400 North,
the Hello Walk, the covered bike rack outside the library, and the most recent Block
A renovation.
.
Nemelka said the inspiration for this
year's gift came after the original gift idea
was suspended. The first idea involved
refurbishing the old chimes that used to
ring in Old Main Tower.When the Caine

Collegeof the Arts learned of this t~osal,
Nemelka said, collegefaculty asked £hat t
chimes be postponed for a year, so renova
tion could be included in the expansion
administrators have planned for the colic
Instead, he said, the committee took a
different route. Suggestionsby members I
to a decision that drinking water should b
available on the Quad.
"The Quad is utilized by so many
students, especially during the early fall
and late spring semesters. It seemed like
a good idea to have water accessibleto the
students," said Sian Smith, a member of
the Student Giving Committee who had th

•)See HYDRATE,Page 3
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BY ROSSNELSON
staff writer
Four student fee increases were proposed at an opendoor Student Fee Board meeting Jan. 19.
USUAthletics, AggieRadio, Campus Recreationand
the computer sciencedepartment presented fee proposals.
USUAthletic Director Scott Barnes proposed a 5
percent increase of student athletic fees to continue to
promote Aggie sports on the Division-Ilevel. Barnes said
reasons for the increase include a possible future in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference,new NCAApolicies
and cost of living increases.
"If we are going to be relevant, if we are going to be
competitive ... we need this," Barnes said.
"We don't want to be Southern Utah, we don't want
to be WeberState,"Barnes said. "That's not who we are,
that's not what this institution is about. As a land-grant,
state flagship school ... we have got to do this."
PROPOSED STUDENT FEES include an Aggie Radio fee, a campus recreaton fee and
Aggie Radio manager Jordan Allred also proposed a
increases to the athletics fee and computer lab fee. The new fees are still m the approval
•)See CENTER,Page 3
process and will only take effect after a student vote. MIKEJOHNSONphoto
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USUexceedsamountof recommended
statefunding
through appropriatedtax dollars, and the
proposedfunding for a researchuniversity is 55percent.
:.A.study releasedby the Utah Center
For someinstitutions, such as Salt
for HigherEducationon Jan. 4 reported
LakeCommunityCollege- a teaching
that USUreceivescloseto recommended university- current state funding is
levelsof state funding.
50.9percent and proposedfunding is 70
Joinedwith the NationalCenterFor
percent from the state, accordingto the
Highet EducationManagementSystem
study.
(NCHEMS),the EquityFundingStudy
"What the study is suggestingis that
researchedthe funding levelper student
certain institutions are relyingon more
at eath Utah institution "by considering
tuition than instructional funding than
the funding mix of state appropriations
their peers,"Cowleysaid. "Soif there
and student (tuition)funding at each
was additionalstate funding, the money
institution ... comparedto peers and
should go to those schools.
the other similar institutions,"the study
"For Utah State,it showsthat about
states.
55 percent is comingfrom the state and
' The studyproposeda "Mission-Based 45 percent is comingfrom tuition. USU's
FundingModel,"which,accordingto the
share of state funding is similar to other
study,categorizesfunding in two ways:
researchuniversities."
shared missionfor enrollmentgrowth
If there is extra moneyallocatedto
and distinctivemissions.
higher educationsystemsin Utah, it
"tJtah StateUniversityhas an estabwouldgo to institutions that are receiving
lished missionfor teaching,researchand
less moneythan their peers, Cowleysaid.
publicservice,"said DavidCowley,vice
"It's important for students to realize
presidentof Businessand Financeat USU. that they are not payingthe full price of
'Thestudy comparedUtah institutions attendancegoingto a state school.There
to peer institutionsbased on individual
is an enormous subsidy,even for students
missions.USUwas classifiedas a research who who think they are payingthe whole
university.
price,"said StevenSharp,the executive
Accordingto the study,USUreceives
director of FinancialAid and Student
56.7percent of funding from the state
Employment."Accordingto this study,it's
about half the total cost that the state is
funding."
Sharp said the cost of attendanceat
rt's important for
USUis lowerthan the nationalaverage,
students to realize
so students who graduatefrom USUhave
lessdebt than the national average.
that they are not
Accordingto Sharp,about 75 percent
paying the full price of
of USUstudents receivesomesort of
attendance going to a
financialaid.
state school."
"Ofthat 75percent, overhalf of the
students receivefederalaid and the rest
- steve Sharp,
receivesuniversityaid," Sharp said.
.-secutive clirector of 'Ptnanctal
BY CAITLIN MOFFITT

staff writer

s-oaaeae69.6
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Aid Qld Student mm.pJ.oyment

- cnmoffitt413@gmail.com
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ASUSUProgrammingaims to drawstudentsto eventswith designatedfree hour
work schedules may have been thrown off, he said, but
the majority of those who called with complaints about
<::ommonHour were those teaching classes.
.Mortensen said he feels more at ease about the current
plan because it bumps classes back 30 minutes rather than
an hour and a half.
"My biggest concern is a lot of time has been put in to
make this happen," Mortensen said. "It has a lot of potential;
it just depends on how much people l:iuymto Common Hour
and plan to make it happen."
The brain behind the initial proposal was Jo Olsen, the
2010ASUSUArts and Lectures director. He backed the
Common Hour proposal, because he noticed the majority
of-students could not attend speeches and entertainment
brought to USUby their student fees, he said.
"Obviously,since the beginning, a lot of things have happened and the timing of it has changed,"Olsen said. "I think
people felt like it was an important issue, and that's why you
saw a lot of people for and against it."
A similar proposal was brought to the table in 1997,
which ASUSUExecutiveCouncil members titled Open Hour.
The proposal, ECR97-15,passed and the Open Hour was set
to.occur every Thursday from 12:30-1:30p.m. Olsen said he
,s familiar with the proposal, but is unsure why Open Hour
ct.id.notpan out.
• ~"1'eoplesaid it wasn't successful,"Olsen said, "and
there were a lot of reasons why it didn't happen or continue, but I didn't see anything in writing."
ASUSUCouncil members will execute a Common
Hour campaign this semester, said Erik Mikkelsen,
J\.SUSUstudent body president. When ASUSU
officers for the 2012-13school year are voted in, the
current officers will work with them to utilize the
free hour to best benefit students, Squyres said.
"I think it's just about offering time for things
to happen," Squyres said. "Howmany times
are you in a group-project situation where you
don't know when to meet? It's a time when you
aren't going to have classes. I don't think it makes
anything more economic,but it helps us reach more
students, so it's better use of programming money."
Squyres said it will take several meetings with the
collegesand departments, as well as larger campus

organizations, to make sure too many events don't overlap.
Though the concentration of students during Common
Hour will be high, Alan Andersen, director of USUDining
Services, said he isn't concerned about the effects the free
hour will have on mealtime crowding.
"What I learned over the years, when something like
this happens, is it self-levels,"Andersen said. "We'll get
slammed, but people will realize what is going on. We can
only feed so many people at a time. Peoplewill start making
decisions based on how busy it is."
Danny Hames, a junior majoring in special education,
said she has mixed feelingsabout
Common Hour. She said she
is excited to see more
people able to attend
the Religionin
Life speakers
hosted
by the

Latter-day Saint Student Association,but said even though
Common Hour will be in place, many students like herself
won't be able to attend the Common Hour events, because
they are in the middle of the day.
"For practicum, I go to an elementary school (to) observe
Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., so
that would be inconvenient to come back to USU,"Hames
said.
Mortensen said students with questions about Common
Hour should seek answers from ASUSUofficers and Student
Services to receivethe best information.

- catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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·Proposedgift to hydratestudentson Quad
I

idea.
Other members of the
committee said they jumped
on board.
"I thought it was a really
great idea. It was like, 'Why
don't we have one out there
already?'" committee member Miles Erickson said.
The fountain will feature
two drinking spouts, one
spout designed for filling

bottles, based on the new
fixtures installed in the
Taggart Student Center. He
said the committee expects
the introduction of this
outdoor fountain to cut down
on plastic waste via water
bottles.
"Providing this amenity to
students not only promotes
wellness, but it encourages
students to be more environ-

SENIOR frlF1

2011-2012
DRINKINlt" FOUNTAIN ON THE QUAD
►)From

mentally conscious," the gift
website states.
The committee members
are not the only individuals
who believe the development
of this fountain is a step
toward an environmentally
friendly campus. Nemelka
said groups like Blue Goes
Green and Students for
Sustainability have offered to
help partially fund the cost
of the construction.
"They are very excited
about - however much the
seniors raise - helping us
the rest of the way," Nemelka
said.
Committee members said
they hope the added support
of campus organizations
will encourage students to
contribute to this gift.
"Blue Goes Green is going
to help, so I think that is an
(incentive) for students. It
doesn't take as much out of
their pockets," Erickson said.
Nemelka said the total
cost for the fountain will be
around $7,000. Though donations have already begun

rolling in, he said the goal
total is great enough that lots
of people need to donate.
"Most everyone donates,"
Nemelka said. "It doesn't
matter whether it's large or
small donations - it's an
important part of higher
education."
Students wishing to
donate can visit the senior
gift Web page on USU's site.

- brianna.b@aggiemail.usu.
edu
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Programrequirementsfor those with disabilities too stringent
sumer is ultimately hurt.
The beginning stages of advocacy are discouraging, Pitts said, but overall she thinks it's
worth it.
Peoplewith disabilities sometimes have
trouble receiving necessary attendant services
- services for people who can't take care of
themselves without assistance - because
they didn't fit a rigid mold of requirements,
said Andy Curry, the state coordinator for the
National Council on Independent Living. If
people can't get attendant services, they are
often forced to live in a nursing home, he said.
"Some of those service programs that are
out there are for specific types of disabilities.
Unless you fit that definition, you don't get
those services, even though you need it," Curry
said.
Smith said she had to go to a nursing home
before she could get the help that she needed.
Before she met program reqmrements, she was
forced to stay in the nursing home for a year.
"When you're in the nursing home, one of
the very first things that goes out the window
is your dignity. They make decisions - day
one, hour one, minute one - for you," Smith
said.
Curry said he works through legislation to
combat these restrictive programs, and his
goal is to dismantle the old system and build
a new, more integrated program. He wants to
make sure people with disabilities and people
with injuries can get Jll the rehabilitation
and attendant services to keep them livig.g as
independently as possible, he said.
Sachin Pavithran, another panel member
who works for the National Federation of the
Blind, said the blind community is constantly
hindered by new technology, such as the
Internet and touch-screen devices. Touch
screens are showing up in more devices,
includin
only used appliances, such as
microwaves,stoves and washing machines.
"Manufacturers are going to be held liable
to have things accessible. It is possible to make
these things accessible, but the manufacturers
don't care about it," Pavithran said.

Pavithran said touch screens can be made
accessible for blind people. Apple makes
iPhones and iPads accessible to people who are
blind, and he said he wants other manufacturers to get on board, too.
Tom Brownlee, another panel member,
said he urges students to get involved with the
disability rights movement. Students can write
letters to senators about issues that are important, like expanding government program
rights to people with all disabilities, he said.
"I truly believe that if you're not involved
and taking an active part of politics, then
you're part of the problem," Curry said. "It's a

huge thing to say, and maybe it upsets people,
but that's how things get done."
Curry said he also strongly recommends
volunteering. Independent Living Centers,
the Sanderson Center, the Division of Service
for the Blind and Legally Impaired, and other
programs are good for volunteering, he said.
"There's so much work to do. If there's a
chance for you to volunteer, I don't think we
could turn you down," said Jeff Sheen, the
discussion facilitator and a specialist at the
Center for Persons with Disabilities.

years, a new licensing window will open and
we're projecting we can be ready for that in
fall of 2014."
Allred said Aggie Radio's activities and
support of campus organizations are evidence
of funds well spent.
The highest proposed increase came from
Campus Recreation Director Kevin Kobe. If
approved, the fee would begin next fall at $30
and rise to $75 in 2015.
Kobe said he advocates the construction
of a new athletic facility and surrounding
athletic fields to replace and supplement aging
and undersized facilities.
The projects are tentatively called the Aggie
Recreation Center (ARC) and Aggie Legacy
fields.
"Jt woµld improve everything for much-

Serviceoffers
relaxationclass
Counseling and Psychological
Services is facilitating a worksliop,
Tuesday, Jan. 24, intended to help
locals learn relaxation techniques.
The workshop will be held from
5-6:30 p.m. in TSC Room 310. This
workshop is open to students, alun;ini, faculty, staff and the public.
College is a stressful time for
many students and it is helpful for
them learn skills that will assist
them in managing stressful situations. It is important students learn
how to designate time specifically
for relaxation. The workshop will
cover basic knowledge about taking care of oneself with suggested
exercises, which can help the body
overcome tension built up by stress,
Stress does not only impact the
mind, but the body as well.
Those who attend the workshop
will have the opportunity to practice the suggested exercises and
participate in discussion related to
implementing these techniques into
a daily routine.
CAPS workshops are organized to
expose a variety of skills to the community that are intended to improve
the quality oflife. These skills may
also help those who attend in their
relationships. All workshops are free
and anyone is welcome, but seating may be limited. If interested in
reserving a seat, call (435) 797-1012.

SigmaChi rush
beginsthis week

Schoolrecognizes
Logan business
ACCOMODATIONS
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES can be difficult to obtain from government programs with stringent requirements, said Andy Curry, state coordinator for the National Council
on Independent Living.Curry was one of the experts on a panel discussing disability rights Jan. 20. CODY
GOCHNOUR photo

Reccenterandpaperlesstestingamongfees

the FCChas indicatedthat within the next few

Campus& Community

The Sigma Chi 2012 Spring
Rush is here. Some great events are
planned and ready to start off the
new year with a bang. There will an
X-Box 360 giveaway and free food.
On Monday, Jan. 23, Sigma CJii
- marissa.shields@aggiemail.usu.edu
will host the Greek Progressive
Dinner beginning at 6 p.m. at the
Sigma Chi house. Tuesday, Jan. 24,
there will be a Casino Royale social
at 6:30 p.m. at the Gamma Kappa
house.
Sigma Chi will plan multiple
casino games for those who attend.
Whoever shows they are most
skilled at the "tables" will win the
X-Box 360. A dodgeball tournament will be held in the Fieldhouse
on Wednesday, Jan. 25. Those who
wish to participate will meet at the
Sigma Chi house at 6:45 p.m. Pizza
will be served after the tournament.
Thursday, Jan. 26, Sigma
Chi members will travel to the
Spectrum together to watch the
USU vs. Hawaii men's basketball
game. They will meet before the
game at 6 p.m. at the Sigma Chi ·
house. The final event is an inviteonly bid dinner.

•)From Page 1

fee increase.
Allred said a 75-cent student fee would contribute to improved equipment, which would
also be available to campus organizations. The
increase would also provide funding for the
station's future plans to broadcast on a Cache
Valley FM frequency and pay personnel costs,
he said.
"In 2007 the FCC closed registration for
new FM licenses to prevent overcrowding, thus
Aggie Radio has never had the opportunity to
secure an FM license," Allred said. "However,

Briefs

needed recreation. Everyone knows how
important it is to stay physically active," Kobe
said.
He said the facilities would be used for
indoor and outdoor recreation, and intramural
sports would have increased capacity with the
new fields and indoor playing space.
"We are really behind with recreational
facilities here at Utah State," Kobe said.
The ARC would include a swimming pool,
indoor track, weight room, basketball courts
and possibly a health-food cafe, Kobe said.
Thefacilities would also be a recruiting point
and a place for students to interact, he added.
"When students have the opportunity to
basically interact with each other on a regular
basis ... that leads to higher academic success," Kobe said.
Don Cooley of the computer science department proposed a $4 fee increase to implement
a lab-based computer testing system.
Cooley said computer lab testing facilities
may provide much more flexibility in scheduling, give more resources for professors and
less stress to students.
"The test itself can be given over a multiday period," Cooley said. "The system, as
we've proposed to set it up, will allow the
students to actually schedule the time that
they're going to take the test."
Cooley said students could also reschedule

missed tests within a set test period determined by instructors.
The system is attractive to professors and
students alike, he said, and is more sustainable than a paper-based system.
Christian Orr, a student-at-large member
of the Student Fee Board, said the diversity on
the board should provide positive results that
reflect student interests.
"I think that we've got a good diversity here
on the board to represent campus," Orr said.
Orr said board members don't already have
their minds made up before proposals are
made to the Student Fee Board.
"I think that's a common fear with a lot
of students on campus - that decisions are
already made here, that USU or the Student
Involvement office are just going to do their
own thing," Orr said. "While they don't see or
hear everything that goes on here, we do make
a difference."
The board will vote on proposals Thursday,
Jan. 26.

- ross.nelson@aggiemail.usu.edu

The USU College of Business
honored one of the owners of the
company developing the Riverwooq
business park in Logan.
)
Lynnette Hansen was recognized
with a Professional Achievement
Award during the sixth annual
Women in Business Seminar
luncheon Thursday, April 12 at
USU. Lynnette and her husband
Dell Loy own Wasatch Property
Management, a company that manages 10,000 units in several western
states. The Women in Business
Seminar was sponsored by Partners
in Business, a student-led organization in the College of Business.
Wasatch Property Management
is developing the Riverwood business park at 700 South and Main
Street in Logan. There are plans
in the works for several businesses
to be located there, including a
Marriott Suites, Planet Fitness,
two restaurants, a convention c~nter and new offices for Wasatcli
Property Management.
•:
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Studentsswaythe VOTE
BYMARISSASHIELDS
staff writer

Michelle Bachman, Newt
Gingrich, Rick Santorum and Mitt
Romney - all big names in the
upcoming 2012 election, but how
much do students actually know
about these candidates?
When asked about how
informed he thought his peers
were about this term's Republican
contenders, Raul Pelagio, a junior
majoring in constitutional studies,
said "Not very well at all."
Jared Wight, a junior majoring
in economics, agreed.
"I haven't really formulated any
opinions at this point. Right now
I'm testing the waters," Wight said.
Wight said he thinks many people would vote for Romney because
he is a Mormon, and Mormons
constitute a large proportion of the
Utah population. People will vote
according to what they hear and
identify with, rather than basing
their opinions on facts they've
sought out, Wight said.
If students are starving for
information about Santorum,
Gingrich or other presidential candidates, the first thing they should
do is check out the candidates'

Web pages, assistant professor of
political science Damon Cann, a
member of the North Logan city
council, said.
Though Web pages may contain
bias, since they are meant to persuade people to vote a certain way,
they should give students a good
base of information, Cann said.
Cann said one of the best ways
to get immersed in politics is to
form a habit of regularly checking out reputable news sources.
Students don't need to spend hours
each day poring over the latest
word in politics to get a good grip
on elections, he said, but checking
reputable news sites is a good
start.
Cann also said students should
sign up for Twitter feeds from
well-known news sources.
"It's not going to take a lot of
time to consume 144 characters of
information, but it will help you to
know what's going on," Cann said.
Students should look at a variety news outlets to avoid a biased
view of candidates, Pelagio said.
That doesn't mean looking at the
same ideology-oriented pundits
like Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity and
Rush Limbaugh, he said.
"You'd be surprised how open

to interpretation facts are," Pelagio
said.
Stay away from watching only
partisan news outlets. These are
often one-sided stories that are
only good for people who have
already made up their mind about
candidates, Cann said.
Not only should students look at
different sources of news to avoid
bias, they should also search for
information with an open mind,
Pelagio said. Looking at Gingrich's
campaign isn't going to do much if
one has already decided to vote for
Romney, he added.
"Anything that gets students
involved in the news is better than
nothing," Cann said.
He said a study by political scientists revealed that people absorb
political knowledge from satirical
news shows such as "The Daily
Show" and "Colbert Report."
"Is it ideal that people are getting their news about everything
that is going on in the country
from people who are mocking
everything that is going on in
the country? No." Cann said. "If
infotainment programming is the
gateway drug that turns young

See ACTIVE, Page 5

frishperformersshare Celticculture, traditions
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BY~ACKENZI VAN
ENGELENHOVEN
features senior writer

rliis week, the music and dance
of Lr~land come to the Ellen Eccles
The,ttre in a national touring producdon of"Celtic Nights: Journey
ofm1pe."
The production features the talents ~f 12 oflreland's top performsix musicians and six step
ers
dan<~rs..- and will play January
24 atid 25. It is the first show in the
seco,id half of the Eccles Theatre's
curtent season. Ticket prices range
from $19-$29, with a 25 percent
discount for students with ID.
"We wanted to bring something
ne~ ~id Amanda Castillo, progr~ector
for the Center of the
Art~'Oeltic music is always well
•rece~
in the valley. People love
to at{!nd it."
C:lltitlo said what sets this show
apartgom other Celtic music
show;j.s the tour, which reflects
Irish immigration to the United
States:
"It is about the emotional tie to
land and place," Castillo said. "It
explores the journey from leaving
the home you love and finding a
place in the new world and adjusting to it."
While Irish immigration to
America is a large part of both
American and Irish histories, it is a
theme rarely explored in traditional Celtic shows, and, in accordance
with this theme, Castillo said the
show's music features both tradi-

+

tional Celtic as well as American
genres with Irish influence, such as
bluegrass and folkmusic.
"The music itself evokes the
hope for a new future," Castillo
said. "I think most people can
connect to it, because we are all at
some point immigrants."
As well as musicians, the show
also features Irish step dancers.
It is a chance for area residents
to see some of the world's most
accomplished step dancers, a skill
that requires strength, precision,
and discipline
"The best word to describe
Irish step dance is: exciting," said
Julie Zufelt, owner of the lnishfre
Irish Dance School in Logan.
"It's so much fun to watch. The
Celtic music is so exciting and the
rhythm is so driving."
Zufelt, whose school will
perform its own Celtic production
March 17, said the origins of the
traditional style of Irish dance, in
which dancers keep their torsos
rigid and arms to their sides, is so
shrouded in legends that it is no
longer certain how it began.
"The most popular idea is that
when the British ruled Ireland,
the Irish weren't allowed to sing
or perform nationalistic dances
or music," Zufelt said. "The Irish
began to dance with their arms by
their side so that if anyone looked
through the window, they wouldn't
see they were dancing."
Though the Eccles Theatre has
featured a variety of Celtic-themed
shows in the past, this is the first

time "Celtic Nights" has visited
Logan. According to staff members
at the theater box office, the events
are usually popular with both
students and the tommunity.
"Logan is a very art-based
town," said Mona Snyder an
employee at the box office. "A lot
of people really enjoy experiencing
things like Celtic shows, rather
than just the same old thing over
and over again."
Celtic music and dance has
become popular throughout the

U.S., said Hannah Thompson, a
most Celtic shows, as well the
teacher oflrish dance at USU, addengaging performances and music,
ing that the popularity began with
creates a show that is appealing to
the debut of "Riverdance" in the
all audiences, Castillo said.
1990s. Celtic dance quickly became
"Arif time you mix dance and
a phenomenon in the United Stat~~ -:)llusiclike this, you get a very
jlEd new shows such as "Celtic.
broad ~peal," Castillo said. "We
Nights" were born.
really hope students will look at all
"People enjoy learning about
our offerings and see what they're
other cultures, and Irish music in
interested in."
particular tends to be catchy and
makes people want to tap their
- m.van9l1@aggiemail.usu.edu
toes," Thompson said.
The family-friendly nature of

IRISH GROUP CELTIC NIGHTS will perform at the Ellen Eccles Theatre for the first time on Jan. 24 and 25. The show
is a combination of music and dancing based on the history of Ireland and America. Amanda Castillo, program director for
the Center of the Arts, said she hopes the show will have a broad appeal. Photocourtesyof CelticNights
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Kli,s1)r~e
H
;7f~b ever heard
of T
:;JflaGlcKeys? The
Ohio batrd has been
releasing music since the
early 2000s. Ever since
their ''Brothers"
album
release in 2010, they have
been a frequent visitor of
Billboard's Top 100 list.
Their album "El Camino"
was released early in
December
2011, bringing their American blend
of bluesy rock to listeners
once again.
As you listen to guitarist-vocalist Dan Auerbach
and
drummer-producer
Patrick Carney play, it's
hard to believe it's a
two-piece band. Like the
White Stripes, the explosive, heart-bleeding songs
are worth the listen, and
one could argue they are
keeping American
rock
alive - and well. But that
argument is for another
time, as today we sit back
and listen to "El Camino."
The album starts off
like an Ml-6 member with
a vengeance and storms
in with the song "Lonely
Boy." The guitar, like a
Heckler and Koch UMP
submachine gun, speedily
chugs along with feverish
rhythm. The catchy single
is the perfect way to start
an album. It's like a movie
starting with a fast carchase scene or foot chase
through some third-world
country. Auerbach continues to caress the listener
with the rhythmic guitar,
at the same time making
the listener want to get up
and move around.
The album chills out
for a moment with "Little
Black Submarines,"
as
Auerbach shows you how
to properly love a guitar.
It starts off a little slow
and then takes you on a
wild excursion with a little
friendly
distortion.
The
drums feature each chord
with perfect cymbal hits
and Carney brings out his
inner drummer.
Every track seems to
have this awe-inspiring
energy to it. There is a
perfect synergy of fitting
drum parts to every guitar
line and rhythmic chug.
The real talent of The
Black Keys is to play off
each other and really craft
a masterful rock. It's not
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masterful rock
already peaked a couple
of albums back. Maybe
Keys" "El Camino" is more like
than "Casino
Grade:8 "Octopussy"
Royale."
Taking that into consideration,
"El Camino"
keeps the heat in the
music better than a lot of
albums, but really shifts
into a 1970s beat-andguitar style, which is like
watching an old kung fu
extreme, it's not intense,
film or MacGuyver, but
but it's amazingly heavy the intensity is high and
and soulful. The semi- the Black Keys keep jamminimalistic rock is great
ming out. Finishing strong
for just about anything, a with "Mind Eraser," the
party, driving around in album goes down smooth
an Aston Martin, playing
and enjoyable - like an
poker at Casino Royale, Arnold Palmer, southern
blowing up a Soviet chemistyle.
cal weapons base or hangThe bottom line is if
ing out at an ice hotel with
you enjoy blues rock or
Halle Berry. This album
older-style rock like the
White Stripes, the Rolling
pumps up the mood.
The evil Alex, the one Stones or Led Zeppelin,
with
a balaclava
who
then The Black Keys is a
wears
glasses
somemodern mix of that style.
times, really feels like this With great melodic syneris just a rehash of stuff
gy and beats to shoot, "El
from "Brothers" and their
Camino" is a get-up-andearlier
releases.
Sure, go kind of album that is
they've
matured
a lot sure to please. My favorite
since "Rubber Factory,"
tracks are "Lonely Boy,"
the only other
album
"Stop Stop," "Gold on
he's familiar with but, like the Ceiling" and "Money
"Lonely Boy," could eas- Maker," but all of them are
ily be on the same album
pretty solid. It loses steam
as "Howlin' for You," or about three-quarters
of
"Tighten Up." Evil Alex
the way through, so I rate
also thinks that the hits the album 8 out of 10.
from all of the Black Keys'
- alexander.h.van_oene@
albums are really similar,
maybe it's for the sake
aggiemail.usu.edu
of the curators of greatest hits albums, but maybe
the
Black
Keys have

"TheBlack

www.utahstatesman.com

BRIDALFAIRE®
Saturday, Jan. 28
USU Student Center
10:00 To 5 :00
Fashion Shows at 12:00, 2:00 & 4:00

Free Admission - Free Parking
Many Prizes
Co-sponsoredby:

A BridalFaireProduction
www.brida1faire.org or ( 435)881-2508
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Meet our talented new
jewelry designer ...

YOU!
Using our innovative design software, you help create your own jewelry
masterpiece and we custom make it for you. At our store, you don't just
browse for the perfect ring-you help create it!

S.E.Needham
ewelers
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Where Utah GetsEngaged!
141 North Main •

www.seneedham.com • 435-752-7149
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Politically active students
people into news junkies, then perhaps that's not such a
bad thuig."
Ultimately, students get involved in politics because they
think it's important, he said. Peo le would identif
e
!ll!l![lifl!'!'I:
with-understo
ui~ove
actio
ir lives, he sAid
"So
f tbat burden falls on candidates, and some of
that burden falls on the rest of society to let people know
that paying attention to politics matters," Cann said.
Voters are the base of our political system, Pelagio said.
If no one votes, party members with extreme views are
more likely to be voted into office.
"If every person in the United States voted, then our
government would represent more accurately what the
country as a whole wants to be," Pelagio said.
And while some voters may feel unneeded in a state as
conservative as Utah, there is more that people can do to
get involved with political campaigns, Cann said.
In the last presidential election, he said, the McCain
campaign bused supporters from Utah to Colorado and
Nevada to hand out leaflets. Volunteers can participate by
making political phone calls as well.
"You can be consequential in the elections by getting
involved with the candidates who can put you to work in
ways that will influence the outcome of the election in
battlegroundl/istates," Cann said.

u missionsD111
~ccepting: Poetry, Shftl.a-,fiction,
Non-fiction
Essay,and Artworh/Photography

Onewayto get involvedis to contactthe Institute of
Government and Politics, which offers internships in
Washington, D.C., to students of all majors, Cann said.
"There are a million ways to get involved," he added.
- marissa.shields@aggiemail.usu.edu

And us on Faceboob:USUCreativeWriting
or at:

Join us
Friday,
Jan. 27,
at 7 p.m.
"Energy and Catastrophe:
What Links the Roman Empire
ESLC
to the Guff Oil Spill?"
Auditorium
Joseph Tainter

USU Dept. of Environment& Society

www.usu.edu/science/unwrapped

I)

Free
Admission

Scribendi.usu.edu
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Hydrationmanagermorethanjust a waterboy
stats at practice, running
the clock, handling food
fe~res seniorwriter
and sometimes traveling
with the team when it plays
~ile
most Aggie basaway games.
k@all fans are only aware
"I joke that I'm their
oe(!;j.~
team playing on the
mom away from mom,"
cd"uft, there is a whole other he said. "It can be a very
team behind the scenes that thankless job. No one
makes it possible for the
notices what you do until
Aggies to play their best
you don't do it."
each game.
Parker said his favorite
One of these people is
part of the job is working
Jesse Parker, a senior and
with the team, which he
phy.:sicaleducation major,
said he's friendly with
wlfuserves as the "water
and often sees outside of
bqy" for the basketball
practice.
team.
"The thing I enjoy the
Parker's love of basketmost is the guys," he said.
b 1began from an early
"I don't just work for or
age. His father was a high
with them. They're my
school basketball coach,
friends. They're good guys
aad Parker spent a good
and they're appreciative of
ddal of his youth around the what I do."
spprt.
Members of the basessentially grew up in
ketball team speak just as
a gym," he said. "I would
highly of Parker.
hi:¥pmy dad with clocks
"Jesse does a lot for the
and stats, and then I played team," Preston Medlin
w,en I got to high school."
said. "He's a great man.
When his father brought
He always gets there early,
P~rker's team to USU basbefore everybody else and
kc,tball camp, someone was
does a lot for us."
n~eded to referee a game
In addition to his duties
arid Parker said he stepped
for the team, Parker keeps
in.
busy as a full-time student
"That's where the job
and as the campus intra mural sports coordinator.
ca~ from," Parker said. "It
al~owballed from there."
"I have a great team
fP.arker has worked three • who really helps put all the
se~ons for the team and
intramurals together," he
sala he anticipates one
said. "Mostly, I just make
mw.ebefore he graduates.
sure everything is running
Tlil59gh Parker doesn't play
smoothly."
basketball anymore, he said
His duties as hydration
he finds equal enjoyment
manager keep his schedule
in standing on the sidelines
full. Parker said he begins
and watching.
every day early with classes,
"I get just as much
which he struggles to fit in
satisfaction out of what I'm
around his busy schedule.
doing now," he said.
He arrives an hour early for
Parker's duties for the
practice in order to prepare
basketball team include
the team's practice gear.
doing laundry, managing
"We practice every day,
B~ACKENZI VAN
E~ELENHOVEN

h

♦

♦

except for travel days," he
said. "At the beginning
of the year it was a lot
more than three hours of
practice, because we were
getting the team into the
season."
During practice, which
lasts around three hours,
he assists the team and
coaches with whatever is
needed. After practice, he
waits until the team showers and then washes gear
and gets everything ready
for practice the following
day.
After practice, he attends
more classes and then heads
to work for intramurals.
'Tm usually there until
11:30 at night," he said.
"And then the next day, I
get up and I start all over
again. Sometimes I have no
idea how I do it."
Parker hopes his experience working with the
team will someday lead to
a career as a high school or
college basketball coach.
"My future is going to
be in a gym," he said. "I
have always wanted to
coach basketball. Working
with the team has (been)
great preparation for that,
and I've got to watch how
a legendary coach runs his
team."
Though his schedule
i.s packed and job is often
thankless, Parker is enthusiastic about what he does
and said he loves it.
"I just really enjoy it," he
said. "Basketball has been
my whole life. It's been such
a good experience."
- m.van911@aggiemail.

usu.edu
JESSE PARKER HAS BEEN THE 'WATER BOY' for USU's basketball team for three years. He
travels with the team, washes players' laundry and goes to practice an hour early. Parker hopes to be a
LOCKEphoto
college or high school basketball coach after graduation. DELAYNE
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Centerfor

ENTREPRENEURIAL
EXCELLENCE
MONDAY

Come see the top 10 finalists in the Opportunity Quest business
plan competition, as well as other USU student entrepreneurs.

Businessbuilding,2nd floor student lobby
10:OOam- 2:00pm

TUESDAY

Entrepreneurship Club Kickoff Meeting

Enjoy dinner, a raffle, and prizes with the new Entrepreneurship Club.
Learn more about getting involved and enter to win an iPad.2, Go Pro
camera, and other prizes.

Businessbuilding,2nd floor student lobbyand Room 215
6:oopm-7:30pm

WEDNESDAY

Center for Entrepreneurial Excellence Ribbon Cutting

Businessbuilding.2nd floor student lobby
3:00P,m

resin

enbepreneurship
Scott Huskinson, Clay Broadbent of iFrogz
Graduates of USU, Scott Huskinson and Clay Broadbent will talk about
their success with iFrogz which they recently sold to Zagg for about
$105 million. Networking social willI follow the lecture.

BusinessBuilding,Room 215
7:oopm

JON M.

HUNTSMAN

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

UtahStalaUniversity

huntsman.usu.edu/ecenter

THURSDAY

'Launch the Lollipop,. Marketing Case Competition
Application Deadline
Submit your 300 word application to win up to $5000 for the marketing
competition online at.launchthelollipop.com.
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TouchBase
WACStandings
Men'sBasketball
WAC

OVERALL

Nevada
5-0
NMSU
4-1
Hawau
3·2
Idaho
32
UtahState 2-3
La. Tech
2-3
FresnoState 1·4
SJSU
0·5

16-3
14-6
11-8
10 9
10-10
10·10
9-12

6-13

Women'sBasketball
WAC

OVERALL

FresnoState 3-0
UtahState 3-1
Hawafi
2-1
SJSU
2·1
La. Tech
2-2
NMSU
1·3
0·2
Nevada
Idaho
0-3

15·4
12·6

7-11

7-11
9-10

4-15
4-13
5-14

WACResults
Men's Basketball

Saturday,
Jan.21
NewMexico
State87,Hawaii
91
FresnoState67,Nevada74
UtahState54,Idaho57
Louisiana
Tech71,
SanJoseState67

Women'sBasketball
Saturday,
Jan.21
FresnoState72,Idaho49
NewMexico
State48,Hawai'i
51

Louisiana
Tech70,
SanJoseState64
Nevada69,UtahState91

Top25
(60} 19-0
1 Syracuse
(4) 17-1
2 Kentucky
3 Baylor(1)
17-0
4 Duke
15-2
5 Missouri
16-l
6 OhioState
16-3
7 Kansas
14-3
8 NorthCarolina 15-3
9 Michigan
State 15-3
10 Georgetown 14-3
11 Indiana
15-3
12 MurrayState 18-0
13 Connecticut 14-3
14 UNLV
16-3
15 Virginia
14-2
16 SanDiegoState 15-2
17 Florida
14-4
18 Miss.State
15-3
19 Creighton
16-2
20 Michigan
14-4
21 Marquette
14-4
22 Illinois
15-3
23 Louisville
14-4
24 SaintMary's 17-2
25 KansasState 12-4

NfLScoreboard
Sunday,Jan.22
NewYorkGiants20,
SanFransisco
49ers17OT
NewEnglandPatriots23,
Baltimore
Ravens20

NBAStandings
EASTERNCONFERENCE

AtlanticDivision

w

Ph11adelph,a
11
Boston
6
NewYork 6 10
NewJersey 4
Toronto
4

5 .688
9
400
375
12 .250
12 .250

L

Pct

GB
4½
5
7
7

3 833
4
714
.429

3
7

385
13 .235

7½

CentralDivision
Chicago
Indiana
Cleveland6
Milwaukee
5
Detro,t

15
10

8
8

4

Southeast Division
M,am,
11 4
Orlando
10
Atlanta
12
Charlotte 3 13
Washington 2

.733
4
714
5 .706
.188
13 .133

w

8

9

L Pct
3 .800
5 .706
5 .667
7
533
400

Pacific Division
LA.Clippers 8
5
615
L.A.Lakers 9
7 .563
Sacramento 6
10 375
9 .357
Phoenix
5
GoldenState 5

10 333

SouthwestO,v,s,on
.643
Memphis 9 5
SanAntonio 10 6 .625
Dallas
10 7
588
Houston
9
7 .563
NewOrleans 3
13 188

BYCURTISLUNDSTROM
staff writer

3-pointersto sparkthe run, and
junior centerBannaDiopscoredon
three consecutivelayupsto cap it
Juniorguard DevynChristensen off.
recordeda team-high22points as
Utah Statescored51pointson
the Utah Statewomen'sbasketball
60 percentshootingen route to a
team defeatedthe Universityof
21-pointleadat halftime.Nevada
Nevada91-69on Saturday,Jan. 21.
wasled byseniorKatieKevorken,
"(Christensen)has been eating
who scoreda game-high23points,
her Wheaties,"head coachRaegan
including18in the first half.
Pebleysaid. "It is greatwhenshe
Christensensaid the Aggieswere
can score,but it is evenbetterwhen focusedon reboundingfrom their
she playsthis kind of defense.Sheis lastloss.
an emotionalleaderfor us."
"Wetalkedabout bouncing
After concedingthe first basket
backand that is what we did,"
of the game,the Aggiesscored
Christensensaid. "Wecame out
11-straightpointsand neverlooked focused,and we put a goodgame
back.FivedifferentUSUplayers
together."
scoredin the first six minutes,and
Sophomoreguard Jennifer
defenseled to offenseas Utah State Schlottscoredeight-straightpoints
scored26 pointsoff of 19WolfPack for the Aggiesin a span of two
turnovers.
minutes.Christensen,ranked No.2
Christensenscored 16pointsin
in the WesternAthleticConference
the first half,and the Aggiesnearly in free-throwpercentage,hit two
had three playersscorein double
freethrowsto give USUits largest
digitsbeforel(llermissi<mSeniors
leadof the game77-48with under
AshleeBrownand MaddyPlunkett eightminutesto play.
had 10and 8 points,respectively,
Sixdifferentplayersscored
beforehalftime.
at least 10pointsfor the Aggies,
USUwenton a 12-0run and
includingSchlott,whofinished
pushedits leadto 44-22with
with 11.Diopand freshmancenter
three minutesleft beforehalftime.
FrannyVaaulueach added 10.
Christensenhit back-to-back
Plunkettfmishedwith 11and

½
8½
9

GB

-

1
2
4
6

-

½
3½
3½
4

½
1
7

Brownhad 12.
"Wehavea deep team,"
Christensensaid, "weknew that
comingin; and Nevadais a good
team. Tosee that productionagainst
that solidof a team is fun."
Nevadastruggledin the paint
againsta tallerAggielineup and
wasout-rebounded30-36.The
WolfPackwaswithoutits leading
rebounderin seniorforwardKayla
Williams,whodid not make the
trip to Logandue to illness.
Utah Statefinishedthe game
shooting58.6percentfrom the field,
including46.2percentfrom the
3-pointline.
With the win, USUimprovedto
12-6overalland 3-1in WACplay.
Nevadafellto 4-13and 0-2 after its
gameagainstIdaho on Thursday
was postponed.
"Itwas a waybetter performance
tonight,"Pebleysaid.''I liked our
balancein scoring,and I was proud
of our abilityto focusand bounce
back."
The Aggiesnext faceIdaho in
Moscow,Idaho,on Saturday,Jan 28
at7p.m.
USU GUARD DEVYN CHRISTENSEN squares
for a foul shot in the 91-69win over Nevada Jan. 21.
- curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail.usu.
Christensen recorded a team-high 22 points. CODY
edu GOCHNOURphoto

MEN'S BASKETBALL

UtahStatestagnantinfinalfour minutes
BYTYLERHUSKINSON
assistant sports editor

guard committed an offensive foul in the attempt.
Mansa Habeeb hit a free throw to push Idaho's
(10-9, 3-2 WAC)lead 57-54. Sophomore guard
Medlin tried to send the game into overtime, but

The USU men's basketball team doesn't often
lose back-to-back games, but the Aggies will
mark tlieir recent road trip as one to forget after a
disappointmg loss Saturday:
Sophomore Danny Berger hit a free throw with
45 seconds remaining to give USU a one-point
lead, but Idaho sophomore forward Stephen
Madison hit a 3-pointer on the ensuing possession - his only 3-pointer of the night - to propel
the Vandals over the Aggies 57-54 at the Cowan
Spectrum inside the Kibbie Dome.
USUhead coach Stew Morrill was not pleased
with his team's performance in the final minutes.
"You can't wait for someone else to do it," he
said of USU'sstruggle to take open shots. "Your
shot isn't going down. So, what? Try and make
one. Madison wasn't making shots, but he made
the big one. We didn't have near enough courage
tonight. That was the difference."
USU (10-10,2-3 WAC)had several opportunities in the final minutes of the game to extend its
lead, but the Aggies committed four turnovers
and failed to hit a field goal in the final four
minutes. Sophomore Ben Clifford hit a baseline
jumper for USU's final field goal of the game with
4:13 remaining.
"You'vegot to make some plays with the game
on the line," Morrill said. "We didn't dare fail.
Preston Medlin was the only one who dared make
a play. You'vegot to be willing to step up and
shoot the ball when you are open and come down
and not turn it over three times in a row. There's
just no excuse. It's about as frustrated as I've been
in a long time."
SOPHOMORE PRESTON MEDLIN scored
After Madison's go-ahead 3-point basket,
17points in the 57-53loss to Idaho Jan. 21.CURTIS
Brockeith Pane drove to the basket but the senior
RIPPLJNGER
photo

he missed a well-contested 3-point attempt.
"We played on their court well enough to win,"
Morrill said. "We hold them to a low percentage,
we execute our game plan and then when it comes
down the stretch, the last number of minutes, we
lust quit playing. It's ridiculous."
~twas a back-and-forth battle in the first half,
as neither team held a large lead. A layup from
Pane, who finished with six points and one assist,
gave USU its largest lead of the first half 23-17.
USU held its largest lead of the game at 39-30,
just over four minutes into the second half, after
Medlin made a layup, drew a foul and converted
the free throw. But turnovers eventually proved
costly and let the Vandals back into the game.
"It was to good to see that we came to play for at least 37 minutes. We just couldn't get there,"
Berger said. "No one stepped up and made that
big play. One or two big plays, and we win that
game. We just didn't get it done."
Aside from Medlin, who scored a game-high
17 points to lead USU,Berger was the only other
Aggie to finish in double-digit scoring with 10
points.
"I've been struggling a lot," Berger said.
"You'vejust got to try and keep shooting, keep
trying to score. I was in a slump, and I was just
trying to be aggressive. Tonight I did a little
better."
Senior forward Djim Bandoumel provided a
big spark off the bench for the Vandals as he led
the team in scoring with 16 points to go with six
rebounds.
USU'sbench only scored seven points between
three players.

- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

INDOOR TRACK

Men's,women'strackandfieldteamscontinueto improve
BYALIDAVIS
staff writer

Onewordcanbeusedtosummarize
theUtahState

Midwest Division

12
12
JO

UtahStatebeatsNevadaat home

10½

WESTERNCONFERENCE

OK.C,ty
Oen\ler
Utah
Portland
Minnesota6

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

track and fieldexperienceat the Cherryand Silver
InvitationalJan.20-21in LasCruces,N.M.,as wellas
head coachGreggGensel'shopesfor the upcoming
season- improvement.
"The thing welookfor is improvementand we had
a lot of improvementstoday,"Genselsaid. "Eitherfrom
lastweekto this week,or from last yearto this year,
that'swhat you want to see."
The Aggiesclaimed30 top-10fmishesand fourevent
titlesoverthe two daysof competition.SophomoreSilas
Pimentelwonthe 200-meterdash and fellowsophomore BryceHallwon the weightthrow.
Pimenteltied his indoor personalrecord(PR)of
21.48secondsfrom his freshmanseasonthree years
ago,beforehis LDSmission.
"I was actuallyreallyexcitedto be goingthat fast this
earlyin the season,"Pimentelsaid. "I think that's my
indoorPR,and I tied it my first meet."
Pimentelfeltconfidentafter racingthe 60-meter
dash in the preliminarieson Saturdaymorning,but said

the wait time beforethe fmalswas too long.
"It'susuallyonlyabout 30 minutesso youdon't get
too cooleddown.Todayit was a little overthree hours. I

don'tknowwhy,"hesaid.
Afterthe preliminaryrace,Pimentelwas ranked
fourth and cameout of fmals in ninth place.
"There'splentyof room for improvement,"he said.
"Coachis reallyhelpingme out with it."
Hall,who also recentlyreturnedfrom a mission,said
it was tough returning to competitionafter two years
awayfrom the sport.
"Comingback,you don't reallyknowwhat to expect
as to howyou'regoingto do;' Hallsaid. "It'sjust getting
backinto the mentalityof competitionand havingfun
with the sport."
Goinginto the first meet of the season,Hallsaid his
goalwas to hit between60-65feetin the weightthrow.
Afterbreakingthe 60-footmarklast week,he said he's
nowaiming for 65.
"EachweekI'm improvingto that goal;' he said.
On the women'sside,seniorKatelynHeinertook
third placein the women's400-meterdash and 11thin
the 200-meterdash.
"I feltreallygoodabout my races,"she said. "I didn't

PR,but I feltlike it was a reallygoodstarting place.I'm
hopingto do better than last year,and it feelsreally
promisingso far."

GenselsaidHeinerwasoneoftheleadersofthe
team,becauseshe alwaysperformswelland is "a good
exampleand takesit seriously."
KylieHirschiwon the 800-meterin a time of 2
minutes, 12.93seconds.
"I think I was hopingto do better,"she said."I was
hopingto get under 2:10.I mean, I'm happywith it, but I
wantedto do better. "
Hirschisaid she'slookingforwardto the rest of the
season.
"It'sthe beginningof the seasonand so I havetime
to get faster,"she said.
SeniorSpelaHus won the women'sshot put.
''All around it was a pretty goodmeet for most of us.
Therewerea lot of PR's,"Heinersaid. "Thething about
track is that you alwayswant to improve- there are
alwaystimes I'm lookingforwardto."
The Aggiestravelto Pullman,Wash.,for the
WashingtonStateInvitationalJan. 27-28.

- ali.davis@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Endot a legend
FormerPennStatehead coachJoePaterno,
NCAAfootball'swinningestcoachdies at age85

STATECOLLEGE,Pa. (AP)- Happy
Valleywas perfect for Joe Paterno, a
place where "JoePa"knew best, where
he not only won more football games
than any other major collegecoach,
ibutwon them the right way:with
1ntegrityand sportsmanship.A place
where character came first, championships second.
Behind it all, however,was an ugly
secret that ran counter to everything
tJie revered coach stood for.
Paterno, a sainted figure at Penn
!fate for almost half a century but
scarred foreverby the child sex abuse
scandal that brought his career to a
ffllnning end, died Sundayat age 85.
His death came just overtwo
µ,ionthsafter his son Scott announced
on Nov. 18that his father had been
diagnosed with a treatable form
of lung cancer.The cancer was
found during a follow-upvisit for a
l>ronchialillness.A fewweekslater,
Paterno broke his pelvisafter a fall
but did not need surgery.
Paterno had been in the hospital
since Jan. l3 for observationafter
what his family called minor compli~tions from his cancer treatments.
Not long beforethat, he conductedhis
9nly interviewsince losinghis job,
with The WashingtonPost. Paterno
was describedas frail then, speaking
mostlyin a whisper and wearing a
wig.The second half of the two-day
.interviewwas conductedat his

bedside.
His family releaseda statement
Sundaymorning to announce his
death: "His loss leavesa void in our
livesthat will neverbe filled."
"He died as he lived,"the statement said. "He foughthard until the
end, stayedpositive,thought only
of others and constantly reminded
everyoneof how blessedhis life had
been. His ambitionswere far reaching, but he never believedhe had to
leavethis HappyValleyto achieve
them. He was a man devotedto his
family,his university,his playersand
his community."
Paterno built a program based on
the credo of "Successwith Honor,"
and he found both. The man known
as "JoePa"won 409 games and took
the Nittany Lionsto 37 bowl games
and two national championships.
More than 250 of the playershe
coachedwent on to the NFL.
"He will go down as the greatest
football coach in the history of the
game,"Ohio State coach Urban Meyer
said after his former team, the Florida
Gators,beat Penn State 37-24in the
2011OutbackBowl.
Paterno roamed the sidelinesfor
46 seasons, his thick-rimmedglasses,
windbreakerand jet-blacksneakers
as familiar as the Nittany Lions'blue
and white uniforms.
The reputation he built looked
even more impressivebecausehe

insisted on keepinggraduation rates
high while maintaining on-field
success.
But in the middle of his 46th
season, the legendwas shattered.
Paterno was engulfedin a child sex
abuse scandal when a former trusted
assistant, Jerry Sandusky,was accused
of molesting 10boys over a 15-year
span, sometimesin the football
building.
Paterno at first said he was fooled.
But outrage built quicklywhen the
state's top cop said the coach hadn't
fulfilled a moral obligationto go to
the authorities when a graduate assistant, Mike McQueary,told Paterno
he saw Sanduskywith a young boy in
the showersof the footballcomplexin
2002.
At a preliminary hearing for the
school officials,McQuearytestified
that he had seen Sanduskyattacking
the child with his hands around
the boy'swaist but said he wasn't
100percent sure it was intercourse.
McQuearydescribed Paterno as
shockedand saddened and said the
coach told him he'd "done the right
thing" by reporting the encounter.
Paterno waited a day beforealerting schoolofficialsbut never went to
the police.
"I didn't know which way to go ...
and rather than get in there and make
a mistake,"Paterno said in the Post
interview.

COACH JOE PATERNO, 85, died Sunday.Jan. 22 of complications with lung
cancer. Paterno was the longtime Penn State coach who won more games than
anyone else in major college football, but was fired amid a child sex abuse scandal
that scarred his reputation. APphoto

When the scandal erupted in
November,Paterno said he would
retire followingthe 2011season. He
also said he was "absolutelydevastated" by the abuse case.
"This is a tragedy,"he said. "It is
one of the great sorrowsof my life.
With the benefit of hindsight, I wish
I had done more."
But the universitytrustees faceda
crisis, and in an emergencymeeting
that night, they fired Paterno, effective immediately.Graham Spanier,
one of the longest-servinguniversity
presidents in the nation, also was
fired.
Paterno was notified by phone,
not in person, a decisionthat board
vice chairman John Surma later
regretted, accordingto Lanny Davis,
an attorney retained by the trustees
as an adviser.
The universityhanded the
footballteam to one of Paterno's
assistants, Tom Bradley,who said
Paterno "will go down in history as

one of the greatest men, who maybe
most of you know as a great football
coach."
"Asthe last 61 years have shown,
Joe made an incredibleimpact,"said
the statement from the family."That
impact has been felt and appreciated by our family in the form of
thousands ofletters and wellwishes
along with countlessacts of kindness
from peoplewhoselives he touched.
It is evident also in the thousands of
successfulstudent athletes who have
gone on to multiplythat impact as
they spread out across the country."
Paterno believedsuccesswas
not measured entirely on the field.
From his idealisticearly days, he had
implementedwhat he called a "grand
experiment" - to graduate more
playerswhile maintaining successon
the field.
He was a frequent speaker on
ethics in sports, a consciencefor a
world often infiltrated by scandal
and shady characters.

GYMNASTICS

Aggies narrowlymiss third placefinish at TexasWoman'squadmeet
with a final of 191.400.
Richards said the balance beam was a rough
start for the Aggies.
"Wehad a couple falls,"he said. "Onlytwo
Many Aggiegymnasts took home careergirls stayed on."
high scores,but the Utah State gymnastics
The Aggieswere in fourth place after the
learn missed out on second place by a fraction
of a point against No. 10 Okl~homa,Centenary third rotation and five points behind first-place
pnd TexasWoman'sUniversityin Denton,
OU.
Freshman Kaitlyn Betts earned a careerTexas,on Jan. 21.
"Weopened up on beam and scored two
high 9.72on the uneven bars and helped the
Aggiespull back to third place on the last
points belowthan we should have, and we just
couldn't quite recoverfor the rest of the meet,"
rotation.
USUjunior AmeliaMontoya,a junior from
USUhead coach Jeff Richards said. "Wedid
well on vault and uneven bars, but it just wasn't California,broke her personal record on the
uneven bars with a 9.800.The MissionViejo,
quite enough to bring us back. We should have
Calif.,native nailed her landing on the vault to
had a much better meet."
Oklahoma won with a final score of 197.450. give her a new career high of9.750.
Freshman Sarah Landes, a native of
The Aggieswere behind the TWU Pioneers
Edmund, Okla.,said the Aggiesstarted slow.
by 1/10of a point. TWU came in second with
"Wejust went into the meet not our normal,
192.425,closelyfollowedby the Aggieswith
J92.325.Centenary Collegetook fourth place
hyped-up selvesand started as what seemed
BY KRISTILAMBERT
staff writer

...

kind of dead as a team," Landes said. "After
that we picked up the energy and finished
strong."
Landes came awaywith a score of 38.925in
the all-around competition,taking second and
setting a new career high in all but one event.
Paige Jones placed fifth, and Montoyatook
sixth.
"Myvault was probably one of the best
vaults I've ever done, but I love the beam. It's
one of my strongest events. I really enjoy it,"
Landes said.
Freshman AshleyFollet,who is no stranger
to TWU's Kitty-MageeArena, was on her home
turf this past weekend.She is originallyfrom
FlowerMound, Texas,and had her family,
friends and old coachesand teammates there to
support her.
"I was the first on the beam, and I hit my
routine, and I got a 9.6,"she said. "It was really
fun and cool to hear people cheering for USU."

Follet is one of seven freshmen on the team
this year. With such a young team, Richards
said it is going to be a bit of a building year.
"The freshmen have really stepped it up,"
Richards said. "We'rejust taking it one meet at
a time, working on the little things, like sticking landings, getting hands down and staying
focused. It will get there - just working on it
week by week,putting it together."
Pollet and Landes both said they agree.
"I think it's going to be a year to watch and
just a progressiveyear for Utah State gymnastics," Polletsaid.
"It's a fresh start and we'vebeen building
off of it, and it's going great right now,"Landes
said. "So expect great things."
The Aggiesnext compete in the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum Friday,Jan. 27 when they host
Southern Utah and BoiseState.

- kristi.lambert@aggiemail.usu.edu
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HOCKEY

AggiesfreezeBuffaloes
BY MEREDITH
KINNEY
sports seniorwriter

After a 45-minute delay
and a scramble to find referees, the Utah State hockey
team came out on top of a
physical matchup against the
No. 2 University of Colorado
7-2 Saturday, Jan. 21.
"I was very pleased
with our intensity and our
physicalness,"head coach Jon
Eccles said.
The Aggiesstruck first
with two goals in the first
five minutes and added
another on a shot from Stu
Hepburn to put the Aggies up
3-0 early.
From the opening minutes, physicality was key for
both teams. Ecclessaid for a
team like the Aggies,which
thrives on physical play, the
high intensity was nothing
new.
"They slash a lot," he
said. "Their sticks are always
hitting our sticks and that
irritates our guys I think. We
tried to be the more physical
team. We talked about that.
We went out there and laid
the big hits, and I think that
kind of scared them. They
backed off."
The Aggieslistened and
delivered big hits to put the
Buffaloeson their heels.
"We fore-checkedpretty
hard," Aggie forward Cooper
Limb said. "We hit them as
they hit us, and we probably
hit them harder."
Limb racked up three
assists for the Aggies.

holdsa teammate'shelmetwith his stick.The SJSUtransferhad 48 savesin the
7-2 win over ColoradoJan.21.KIMBERLY
SHORTS
photo
USU GOALIE ALLESSANDRO

MULLANE

"Three assists isn't bad,"
Limb said. "I had a pretty
good game."
With the Aggies' short
roster, Limb and the other
young players have stepped
up. The Utah native joked
that if they had a full line, he
might have been able to notch
more assists. Limb's line
was without forward Matt
Hamilton, who was sitting for
the second game of a threegame suspension.
Even without Hamilton
and top scorer Tyler
Mistelbacher,the Aggies
were still able to put the puck
in the net. Team captain
Brendan MacDonaldhad
two goals and Brian Gibbons
added a goal and two assists
in the Utah State win.
Goalkeeper Alesandro
Mullane had a huge night
for the Aggieswith 48 saves.
The San Jose State transfer
allowed two goals in three
periods of play, and the
Aggies did a good job of helping their goalie out.
"We rebounded after we
let them get a goal," Eccles
said. "I thought we stayed
focused."
The USUwin keeps the
Aggieson track for an autobid to nationals.
"It's a big game for us,"
Limb said. "Wewent out
there and played a full 60
minutes, and it paid off for us
in the end."

- meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggieshaveroughweekend
MEGAN BODILY

•

USU 1,DU6

staff writer

The Utah State women's tennis team
traveled to Boise for its season opener
against former Western Athletic Conference
rival Boise State on Friday and future WAC
foes the Denver University Pioneers on
Saturday.
USU's men's tennis team fared no better, losing its season opener to WACrival
New Mexico State and then to Texas A&M,
Corpus Christi in Las Cruces, N.M.
USU 2, Boise 5

USU junior Jaci West and freshman
McKenzie Davis struck first for the Aggies,
battling against Boise's Marlena and
Manuela Pietzuch at the No. 1 doubles position - taking the match to a tiebreaker.
Shutting out the Broncos, West and Davis
held onto the Aggies' only doubles win 8-7
(8-6).
Continuing momentum, Davis took on
Manuela Pietzuch at the No. 3 singles spot,
winning the contest in straight sets 6-4,
6-2. Senior Monica Abella bounced back
from her doubles loss, to overwhelm Kaitlyn
Brown at the No. 6 singles position 6-0, 6-2
to add to Davis' point and end up 2-2 with
the Broncos.
From there on, the Broncos shut out
Aggie efforts by winning eight of the 12 sets
in dominant fashion.

Seeking their first win of the season, the
Aggies looked to rebound on Saturday against
Denver University.
The Aggiesstruggled to close out matches
and lost all three doubles matches.
At the No. 1 doubles position West and
Davis took the Pioneers to the brink, pushing
the match to a tiebreaker, but they ended up
losing the breaker 5-7 and the match 7-8. The
rest of the USUdoubles teams followedsuit all losing.
The lone Aggiepoint came from freshman
Davis at the No. 3 singles position. Losing the
first set 0-6, Davis stormed back in the second
to split sets with Pioneer Caroline Schnell
after a 7-5 second-set win.
With the Aggies' fate sealed, a super tiebreaker replaced the third set, which Davis
took 10-6.
The Aggies,now 0-2 for the season, return
to Logan for their first home game Jan. 31.
USU0,NMSU7

In doubles, senior Nate Ballam and freshman Curran Wearmouth almost made an
improbable comeback after falling behind 1-6.
Ballam and Wearmouth stormed back to push
the pro set to 6-7,before eventually falling 6-8.
The Aggie freshmen continued to shine in
singles action.
Freshman Matt Sweetwas the only Aggie to
take an NMSUplayer to three sets. Playing in
the No. 2 singles position; Sweetlost the first
set 4-6. New Mexico State's Marc Westgate
could not hold off Sweetin the second set,
losing 7-5. In the decisivethird set, Sweetfell
to Westgate 3-6 to end USU'sbest effort.
USUmen's tennis fell in its season opener
0-7 and in WACaction 0-1.
USU 0, Corpus Christi 7

JACI WEST, seen here
in a match last season. earned USU's only
doubles win against Boise State with her
teammate McKenzieDavis,Jan. 20. CARLR.
AGGIE JUNIOR

WILSONphoto

The men's team lost again to the Texas
A&M,Corpus Christi Islanders on Saturday.
Missing a top player, freshman Marcus
Fritz, due to a shoulder injury agitated in
Friday's match, the Aggies dropped all three
doubles matches giving the Islanders the first
point and momentum heading into singles
action.
The Islanders continued their dominance,
taking all six singles positions without dropping a set.
In the No. 6 singles position, Ballam
pushed the first set against Islander Nathan
Robinson to a tiebreaker - the closest an
Aggiewould get to taking a set off an Islander.
After pushing the first set, Ballam failed to
maintain play, falling in the second set 3-6.
The Aggiesreturn to Logan Feb. 2 to continue spring action against Montana State.

- mega.bodi@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Common Hour not
a common goal
When Jo Olsen stood before the Faculty Senate
at the end of the spring 2011 semester to answer
a barrage of questions regarding Common Hour,
fired at him by a handful of still-skeptical faculty
members, he seemed to roll with the punches quite
well. Clearly this revamped version of a glorified
campus-wide lunch hour was an idea Olsen and
his fell ow contributors had spent some time planning - the future of Common Hour was sealed. It's
going to happen whether we liked it or not
To the relief of a university-wide course schedule - quite probably a logistical nightmare - that
is already bursting at the seems due to shortages
bf funding, space, instructors and, of course, time,
the original Tuesday and Thursday Common Hour
block was moved to a single Wednesday installment. What does this mean? Fewer classes will
be moved to that crack-of-dawn, bird-chirping,
sun-not-even-shining 7:30 a.m. class period or that
beyond-curable-by-a-shot-of-5-Hour-Energy
4:30
p.m. window.
The fact remains that more than 100 classes
were moved to those times, which leaves some of
us finagling work schedules, pleading with baby sitters, rearranging carpools and eating times, while
juggling classes that all seem to be bottle-necked at
the same time and day - all in the name pf what?
Being able to make it to the next installment of the
insert-name-of-college-or-department-here lecture
series?
When. the group of people we'll refer to as the
Common Hour bandwagon sat in a circle and started rattling off the growing lists of reasons why this
was a great idea, the longer that list got, the more
it necessitated an answer to at least two questions.
First: Is one designated communal block of time
really going to make it possible for people to make
it o more campus-oriented extracurricular events
- thereby making them feel better about paying
~dent fees? And second: Instead of dismissing it,
shouldn't we further research the reason(s) behind
why the 1997 version of this didn't work out?
You can spin the idyllic tale of future events
unhindered by pesky college classes and overattended by students with nothing better to do
now that the university they chose to attend decided to stop having classes at certain times of the
day, but just remember: There's a reason it didn't
work before. But who knows? Maybe this time it
will become another USU legacy.

•

Pursuinga passion
is worth the stress
Greetings from the Caine
Collegeof the Arts.We just finishedan awesomeArts Week;
I hope many of you were able
to attend and participate in
the events that celebratedart
and design, music, and theater.Thesethree departments
make up our college,which I
am proud to represent.Beingthe Arts Senatoris a challenging
but rewardingexperience.I learnedso much about USU,the
students,the faculty,myselfand humansin general.
Beingan arts major is an excitingand busyendeavor.It's full
of one-credit classesthat should really be three credits, giant
projects, performances,shows, groups and ensemblesyou
are required to participatein. I speakfrom the field of music
therapy.It'sa field that expectsyou to know at leastfour regular
instruments:piano, voice, guitar, drums and dozensof small,
random, fun and annoying instruments.Yes, the kazoo and
perp,ywhistlewould fit in one of thesecategories.
After that introduction, I am positive you are wondering
how you get into sucha major.USUhasthe only musictherapy
program offered in Utah. So, once you figure out this is what
you:want to do or try out, you audition. If you're accepted,
you're one of about 12 that make it in the programeach year.
The.auditionconsistsof playing two songson piano and guitar
whilesingingand a solo piece on your main instrument.The
audiQonis twofold. In addition to music skills,the audition is
also J:iesignedto assesstherapeuticskills.Thosewho audition
mustwrite essaysand answerquestions.Once admitted,those
chosenthen experiencethe ride of their lives.
MGsictherapymajorsneedto takeall the core musicclasses,
generalsand a majority of medical and psychologyclasses.In
adc$tionto classes,you aretestedwith juries,practicum,private
lessons,presentations,levelsand finals,while keepinga 3.2 or
hig~r in all musictherapycourses.Juriesarea group of professor; who critique your solo performanceand furiously write
no$S down while you're sweatingbullets,prayingyou'll pass
aft!Ji>racticingall semesterfor the scalesand preparedpieces.
6acticum isexperiencingmusictherapywith clientsin a real
work settingwhen, let'sbe honest,you only kind of know what
you're doing.Levelsarewhat you needto passin orderto move
forward in the program.Thisrequiresup to 100 songsmemorized on piano and guitar in two different keys.Yeah,that's
• See ASUSU, Page 11
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Divided

There's no doubt that things
are seriously wrong in this
country. From the rise in populist movements, such as the
Tea Party and Occupy Wall
Street, a general dissatisfaction
with the status quo is evident.
It seems people everywhere
are frustrated - even those
who were once inclined to be
apolitical - uniting their voices
to express discontent.
A recently released poll
by the Pew Research Forum
reflects
this observation,
finding that two-thirds of
Americans perceive a growing
conflict and division between
rich and poor in the United
States.
Most interestingly, those
who felt that way weren't just
bleeding-heart liberals but
were from across the political
spectrum - Independents to
Republicans.
Income inequality now
ranks ahead of racial tensions
between blacks and whites,
immigrants and U.S. citizens,
and even between young and
old, as sources of conflict. This
is one evidence of the success
the Occupy Wall Street movement has in bringing the class
issue to the· public consciousness and discourse - and
hopefully to the polls.
While average, honest and
hard-working people have seen
their incomes and wages stagnate, or even fall, over the past

Twostudentstake two
angleson onepoliticalIssue It isn't alwaysa bad thing for
_________
the rich and poor to clash.Such
conflicts are responsible for
many of today's working standards, such as child labor laws
and safety regulations. At the
same time, class conflict isn't
something that can be swept
under the rug.
Despite what many of us
are led to understand during
introduction to microeconomics class, the market doesn't
solve everything. Class conflict
arisesbecause people feel they
aren't given the opportunity to
succeed. While the untamed
market is a wonderfully efficient machine, it does little to
equally distribute opportunity.
Many people born in poor
neighborhoods with struggling
schools are ground out by the
market; left with gangs or the
military as their only legitimate
opportunity. While life will
always select winners and losers no matter what we do, it is
within society's best interest to
give everyone the opportunity
to succeed.,
Those who understand this
erroneously conclude that
taxation and redistribution is
a legitimate solution to opportunity disparity, and thus, class
warfare. The well-known problem with this is it destroys the
engine of capitalism:incentives.
While I don't believe that
entirely, people who receive
welfare or unemployment

I

See LEFT,Page 11
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Forum letters
Say
no to fee
•
increases

To the editor:
I, like many of my fellow
Aggies, have looked on with
horror as my tuition and student fees continue to rise.
The administrators have
their excuses as to why this
happens - inflation, technological advancement, better
faculty, improved facilities,
etc. What they are not telling you is how they are trying to reduce costs.
Ask any student and they
will tell you when they are

short on money they cut the
unneeded or luxury items
out of their budgets - new
cell phones, eating out or
going to the movies.
The university system is
unique in never taking these
and similar common-sense
steps to make ends meet.
Instead, they raise prices on
those they pretend to be
serving - the students. All
the while, they - the professors, administrators and
bureaucrats - -continue to
see increased salaries.
I am all for paying the true
cost of my education but
until Utah State University is
forced to budget with what

Sports Editor
Tavin Stucki

Letters to
the editor•
A public forum
money they have, like the
rest of us, I hope the students and entire student
body say no to any and all
fee or tuition increases.
I am going to college to
get a degree to help me out
in my future career, not to
be coddled, fed or entertained. I came for the education. That's it. So please
stop stealing my money
to pay for all of these silly
clubs that can't afford to
fund themselves or turf for.
some field where the grass
doesn't look green.
Andrew Smith
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About letters
• Letters should be
limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed
to a specific individual may be edited or
not printed.
• No anonymous
letters will be published. Writers must
sign all letters and
include a phone
number or e-mail
address as well as a
student identification
number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups - or more
than one individual
- must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with
all necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters - no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed
to statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or click
on www.utahstatesman.com for more
letter guidelines and
a box to submit letters.
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Views&Opinion

•)FROM THE LEFT,Page 10
20 years, a very small, yet
powerful, group of people
have seen their incomes
rise at record rates. The top
1 percent of income earners bring home more than
the bottom 50 percent of
Americans combined - tripling since the 1970s.
Many reports over the
past year have demonstrated the slipping levels of
economic well-being for
many Americans.
A recent study released
by Indiana University found
46 million Americans lived
in poverty last year - 11
million more since 2006.
U.S. Census data concurs. The bureau found that
nearly half of Americans
have either fallen below
the poverty line or are classified under the category
of "low income" - a total
of 146.4 million people.
Nearly one in three of these
individuals are children.
More alarmingly, many of
these families were once
considered middle class. In
other words, class mobility
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•)FROM THE LEFT,Page 10
is down in America - not has taken advantage of
checks are society's leeches.
I do know it's hard to stay
special tax havens in farup.
motivated when there are
I cite these statistics to flung locales, such as the
emphasize that the num- Cayman Islands, to avoid
enough safety nets to ensure
bers are not aberrations
further taxation.
you won't fail.
but time after time demIt is time to end prefThere is a much more
onstrate the alarming, sys- erential treatment given
effective solution to class
temic trend that poverty is to the rich and powerful
warfare that occupy protestincreasing in this country.
in this country. Their presers and bickering presidenMeanwhile, people like tige does not justify their
tial candidates seem to miss.
Mitt Romney, and others in manipulation of the system
Investing in public institutions
the investment class, have for continued gain.
and infrastructure,
rather
huge advantages not perthan redistributing, will go a
They may have the lobmitted to the rest of us. byists in Washington, D.C.,
long way in alleviating class·
Last week, at a campaign but it is the middle class
conflict.
who have the numbers on
stop in South Carolina Generally speaking, peotheir side come election
and after much goading ple do not jump between
Romney revealed that his day. Ultimately, it is with
classes. If you were born a
tax rate is about 15 per- the middle class that the
middle class American, odds
cent. On the other hand, power rests. Together, they
are you will remain middle
taxes on regular income, can take the country back
class. The same is true if you
such as wages and salaries, from corporate control and
are poor or wealthy.
enacting policies that repis 35 percent.
The reason for this is peoresent their interests.
Ironically, Mitt Romneyple generally have access to
whose own father released
institutions that are reflective
his tax forms going back
of their economic conditions.
more than 10 years when
The wealthiest families send
- Andrew Izattis a sopho- their children to'the best prihe ran for president more majoringin economics vate schools and are raised
refuses to release his tax
and philosophy.Comments in environments that foster
returns any further back
can be sent to him at andrew. economic success.
than 2011.
izatt@aggiemail.usu.edu. Conversely,
Most likely it is because
America's
he, like others of his stripe,
worst
schools, hospitals

and parks, are generally in
the poorest regions of cities. From birth we are set up
for success or failure based
largely on the economic status of our parents.
What would happen, however, if we built public schools
that were good enough the
wealthy wanted to attend,
and accessible enough the
impoverished could attend?
Suddenly, the opportunity
gap becomes a lot smaller
and there is less segregation
between large and small
bank accounts.
Alleviating class conflict
isn't about the redistribution
of wealth, but the redistribution of opportunities. Under
our current taxation system
the wealthy are robbed. Their
money is taken and redistributed to people they will never
meet, or it is used to build
infrastructure they will never
use.
If we used tax dollars to
invest in mutually beneficial
projects - particularly ones
designed to help the rising
generation - we would all

be better off. Better opportunities will open up to those
who had few options, and the
wealthy will no longer feel as
if the government is robbing
them.
The beauty of this type of
investment is it can be done
without destroying incentives. We would, in fact, be
creating incentives. The innercity child whose only option
was gang life may now see
that he or she has a legitimate
chance to earn a degree and
be prompted through incentives to become a productive
member of society.
What the Occupy movement and current tax system
doesn't reflect understanding
of is solving class conflict isn't
about punishing those who
succeed in the market. It's
about creating opportunities
that enable everyone to succeed.

- MikeBurnhamis a junior
majoringin international
relationsand economics.
Commentscan be sent to him
at mike.burnham@gmail.com.

FROM ASUSU VIEW, Page 10
fun. We all know generals have way too many
tedious assignments,and, yes,Andy Anderson's
medical anatomy course is in the mix of all of
this. lastly, there are finals. Who has time to
;tudy for finals?
So,while trying to passclasses,you eventually
graduate with less sleep and money than you
ever imagined possible. But here's the kicker,
you need to be accepted into a six to nine month
internship - which will most likely have a free
lunch stipend - before you get your diploma.
So, now you're a music therapist?Wrong. You
need to then take the board exams to become
a certified musictherapist.This requires remembering all that you have been taught since you
were a freshman.Then you take a timed exam.
Do you have a job, yet? No. You have to search
for a job. This is the easy part, right? No, again.
It's a crazy processand I'm positive most other
majors can relate. So the question of the day is
why do we do it? It's becausewe have passion
for it or a curiosity that led to a passion.
Music is not the universallanguage;I believe
it is the universal experience. Music can reach
those who could otherwise not be reached.
Music can provide a safe environment where
judgment does not exist.The only elements that
matter in music therapy are the person, their
growth and where they let the rhythm and tone
take them. Music brings emotions into lives emotion that often cannot be vocalized. Music
bringsa desire- a desiremany didn't know they
had. Music brings love - a love for oneself, oth-

ers, their experiencesand the music itself.
This is why I study music. This is my music
therapy philosophy. It is a perfect change-andgrowth combination, while using music as that
guiding tool to bring about designatedgoalsand
outcomes.
Albert Einsteinsaid, "Only a life lived for others is worth living."
This brings out my second reason for putting
up with the chaos: the people you effect on
the way to mastering music therapy. Although,
I don't think you ever really master the study.
There is always something to improve upon,
even when you think you have made it to the
top. I've always believed if you're not improving, then you are digressing.There is not much
middle ground.
So how do you find balance in your life?You
have to figure it out on your own. I am simply
here to state that it is OK to feel like you can't
find the balance. I am always known as the
"busy" girl who does too much, but it's because
I'm doing things I love. I am trying new experiences and figuring it out as I go. As long as I am
constantlyreachingthe goalsI set and only stopping for worthwhile detours, I'll be all right. So,
whatever your major is or life situation may be,
you will make it. You just need to find something
worth being stressedabout.

- MaryJacobsenWhyte is artssenatoron
ASUSU'sAcademicSenate.Comments can be
sent to statesmanoffice@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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POLAR PLUNGE PARTICIPANT SHANE MITCHELL leaps from the dock
into Hyrum Dam during the Saturday afternoon charity event. Those who participated
in the Polar Plunge paid for a chance to swim in the freezing water to benefit the
SHORTSphoto
Special Olympics. KIMBERLY

BYKIMBERLY
SHORTS
photographer

..
..

..

Imagine walking on thin
ice towardfreezingwater and
then diving in. This is what a
handful of thrill seekersdid
at Hyrum Dam StatePark on
Fridayand Saturdayfor the
seventhannual Polar Plunge
fundraiser event.
All proceedswere donated
to the SpecialOlympicsand
more than 150participants
and volunteerstook part in
the effort.However,only a
fewpeopleactually took the
plunge becauseof gloomy
weatherconditions.
The eventwas organized
by CacheValleylaw enforcement agencies.All of the food
providedduring the eventwas
donated.
Misty Garn, who headed
this year'sPolar Plunge,said,
"Therewere too many sponsors and donationsto count."
Peoplewho werewilling to
jump paid a $50 donation,or
$25 with a student ID. Not all
participants in the fundraiser
wererequired to make the
plunge.An area near the
plunging spot was reserved
for those who are "chicken,"
and can watchothers in the
"chickencoop,"Garn said.
Throughoutthe day,
awards and incentiveswere

givento participating plungers. The person who donated
the mostto the fundraiser
earned a helicopterride with
three friends. The Amanda
MayoAwardwas givenin
honor of previousrepeat
plungerand former Special
OlympicsvolunteerAmanda
Mayo.The awa,rdis givento
the participant under the age
of 16who donatesthe most.
Other awards included"Best
Costume,""BestMidnight
Plunger,"the "PolarBear" and
"BestGroupPerformance."
LacyLarsen,one of the
many USUstudents who took
part in the midnight plunge
late Fridayevening,said "I
am having mixed feelings
about this," as she waited for
midnight to arrive.
After taking the plunge,
USUstudent participant

CarolynBrittain said "It was
a great experience.I sprained
my ankle and have it wrapped
up, but no regrets. I will probably do it again."
Both Larsenand Brittain
were first-time plungers.
Returning plunger Melissa
Hyer,from Bountiful,said she
was there to take her second
jump of the year and fifth
plungeof all time.
Last year, Hyerwas deemed
a "super plunger,"she said.
She raised more than $300 in
donationsand plungedthree
times, which earned her the
title. Shesaid she agreed to
jump last year as part of her
NewYear'sresolution.This
year Hyerbrought friends and
family to form team Shock
and Thaw.
After Hyer'sHyrum plunge,
she said, "I don't remember

the water beingso cold,
but it was better than I was
expecting."
As the event wrapped up
Saturday,the final plunger
MikelshanBartschi,who was
the event announcer,took his
dive.Bartschisaid he and his
son woulddefinitelyreturn for
another freezingdive, but his
daughterswho took the plunge
this year might not be as willing to repeat the experience
next year. Bartschisaid this
was his third year volunteering for the Polar Plungebut bis
first time taking the plunge.
The Polar Plungeoccurs
in severalother locations
throughout Utah, including
Cedar City,Park City and
Heber.

MIKELSHAN BARTSCH! ANNOUNCES the awards to
a shivering group after the Saturday plunge. Some of the awards
included "Best Costume" and "Best Midnight Plunger." KJMBERLY
SHORTSphoto

- kimberly.shorts@aggiemail.usu.edu

CAROLYN BRITTAIN, a Providence resident shakes off the
freezing water after taking the plunge late Friday night. KIMBERLY
PARTICIPANTS' FAMILIES AND FRIENDS cheer from the sidelines as they watch plungers take their turn leaping into the
freezing water. Many of the participants were participating in the Polar Plunge for a second or third time. KIMBERLY
SHORTSphoto

SHORTSphoto

POLAR PLUNGE PARTICIPANTS try to warm their bodies as they wait for their turn on the plunging dock. The Polar Plunge occurs in many locations throughout Utah, including Cedar City and Park
City.1'hose who participate in multiple plunges per year have the opportunity to be named "super plunger." KIMBERLY
SHORTSphoto
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The Joke,s On YOUI
Checkit outl Takea lookat this
cartoon... the onlythingmissing

Last Ditch Effort • john Kroes

is the punchline, the big finish,

thegaglYouneedto supplythat
for readersof TheStatesman.
We
post thoseon ourwebsite,www.
utahstatesman.com,
assoonas we
get themandfolkscanvote for
theirfave!Winnerwillreceivea
restaurantgift certificatetHere
arethe gagsreceivedfor this
week'scartoon:

LooseParts • DaveBlazek
1•n

"Thanks to our cryogenics lab, our guest speaker is USU's
first president!"
"Ok students, this is what we used to call 'taking notes.'
This is what we did before Jacebook was invented."
"Hey everybody! The new intern we ordered just arrived!"

All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu
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e1p Wanted
In1lmell'G-13)
EV&a6SAT11:311

JackandJil '61
EVEIINGSATl20

TowerHeist

NoExperience
Required
Call1•855-204--0676

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
PaidSurvey
TakersNeededInLogan.
100%FREEto Join!Clickon Sur•

11'8-13)
OAI.Y
AT
7:00&8:511

Hugo(PGl

veys.

OAUAT4:10U:45
SILMil 12:30

2DHappyFeet2 IPG)

EarnExtraMoney
Students
needed
ASAP
Earnuplo $150perdaybeinga MysteryShopper

OAUATAT445
Sal. ......
12:20& 2:40

courses.

9

2

8

1

3

Emailmark.mckee.zoso@gmall.com

Product
Demonstrator
Flexibleweekend
productpromolion Apartments
& cookingdemonstration
opening
lookingfortwoMALEroommates
in Providence!
We payweekly,
6
to
hourevenlw paidbreaksstarbng Lookingfor two MALEroommates
house.Own
moveinloa 3-bedroom
at $60 perevent!Go to NCiM.com
bedroom,
sharedbathroom.
Parking
andclick'demonstralor
opportunispotin3-eargarage.
lies' use ad code•704· or email
$395down,$395/month(doesnotm·
khunter@nc1m.com1
Emaijkhunter@ncim.com
eludeutilties}
nosmoking.
drinking,
andnopets
(askfor Becky),or
Call435-755-9900
435-881-0891
formoreinformation
Emailsparker24@gmail.com
MathTutor-Alllevels
I holda puremathPhDandhave6
yearsof collegeteachingexpen•
ence. I have8 yearsof tutoring
experience
atallcollegelevelsfrom
calculusto uppercflVfslon
math
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Using the digits Othrough 9 (only once
each), see ho\\ quickl) you can complete
the addition problem below.
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Place a number in the empty boxes tn such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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librarycomesto life YouNeed to Know:

Jan.23
•>

Cometo a HumanLibrary. HakhAcadem.y.com
orby
It offershuman"books"
calling435-932-0017
availableto che.ckoutbyreaders The Utah ASliltift
curious to find out more
T«hnologyProgramwill
aboutsomethingthebookbas presenta FREEoolinetraining.
experiencedor believes.Allare AuistiveTechnology
to Support
welcome..
Cometo room 101
Communication
Development
(Auditorium),Merrill-Cazier in Earlylnterveotion, on
Library:TueJan24, ooon-2PM; January18from3 to 4:30
Wed Jan25, 2-4PM;ThuJan
p.m.It will rover wrioos
26,4-6PM.Seelibrary.usu.edu typesofassistivetechnology
formoreinfo.
usedto support symbolic

Poster exhibition:DisabilityHistory -8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Library 34
Free Math and StatisticsTutoring- 10to
5 p.m. TSC225A
~ Marion R. Hyde exhibit- 10 to 5 p.m.
Tippets Exhibit Hall
DepressionScreening- 10 to 3 p.m. TSC
Ballroom
Examining the Malenessof God- 3 to 4
p.m. Library 101
An Eveningof One Acts- 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. FAC,Studio Theater

•>

Todayis Monday,Jan. 23,
2012.Today'sissueof The
UtahStatesman1sdedicatedto EllynThorton,
a freshmanmajoringm
violaperformancefrom
SaltLakeCtty,Utah.

•>
•>
•>

Almanac

Jan.24

Todayin History·
Dedanng he did not car
whether or not 1twas th
rebeH1ousband of Indians
he had been searching

for Col. EugeneBaker
ordered hts men to att ck

a sleepingcamp o pe ce-

fulBlackf. t alongthe
Marias Rrve
Montana.

northern

Tuesday
•>Marion R. Hydeexhibit- 10a.m. to 5
p.m. Tippets Exhibit Hall
•>Human Library- 12-2p.m. Library
•>Utah's 2011CarnegieProfessorof the
Year-3:30-5:30p.m.
•>CollegeNight-5 to 9 p.m. Chick-Fil-A
•>Aggiesfor Christ- 8 to 10p.m. HUB
•>An Eveningof One Acts- 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. FAC,Studio Theater
•>CelticNights - Journeyof Hope- 7:30
p.m. Ellen EcclesTheater
•>Marion R. Hydeexhibit- 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tippets Exhibit Hall

Weather
High:40° Low:24°

Skies:Few snow
showers with a 30

percentchance of
precipitation.

umer

Statesman

Wednesday

Jan.25

Adult pottery class

COIJlJDll100lti dewdopmmt
1norderto participate,youwill
needa computerwithhigh-

CeramicsAdult2 -5 p.m
Studentschoosewhattheymost speedinternetaccess.Ifyouare
wish to createthroughoutthe interestedin participatingplease
10weeksof d.wes. Labtimes RSVPbyMonday,January
16,to
available.Minimum enrollment StoreePowdlvia email~
6. With Beth~powd1@usu.glµ.
or c.ail435-797Wednesdays$136+$15per 25 7412.Participant instructions
lbsday/ materialsJanuary
4,
will beemailedto you.
11, 18,25, February1, 8, 15,22,
~ daodng everyTuesday
29,March7.Pleasec.ailwith
nightat theWhittierCenter-300
anyquestionsor to register.
North 400 F.ast$3 to get in.
CVCA- 435 752-0026or Beth Lessonsfrom9-10,thenopen
Ca1engorR
- 764-2286or visit
dancingfrom IO-midnight
www.CenterFotThcArts.us Everyonewdcome.

Library survey

RRRAuction-.Raue,

Music academy

KayakRollSmiota
7:30pm-

•>
•>
•>

Deep End • tysoncole@aggiemail

Wuu, R«yde6 p.m.244S
Signup forour library
Main.RRRAuctionbasa LIVE
websiteusabilitysurvey.Survey auction everyWednesdaynight
beginsFd,. 1,and ends Fd>.29. at 6 pm till donewith a LIVE
Emailhannah
kh@ns1mu Auctionttr, FoodVendors,Lots
to sign up for time slots;M-F,
of goodsto besold andfun to
9AM-4PM- sbouJd
onlylast
behad. Pleasestopbyearlyand
45 minutes,andyougeta $10
browsethe auction andsignup
Smith'sgift card.
to bea bidder.Seeyouthere.
9-.30pm
HYPERPool$5/$8/$10
Jan.28The HatchAcademy Startingin Octoberour
of MagicandMusicpresents
roll seimonswill beheldon
aneodJanting:dterooonof
Thursdays.c.ome
practice
magicand mu.sic.Deceptiooist yourwhitewaterkayakroU
RichardHatch.violinist
in the HPERpool uw't roll?
RosemaryHatch.and pianw
Noproblem.wewill have
Jonathan
Hatchin an ensemble instructors on band to helpyou
perfurmance!MusicbyKreisler, figureit out Allequipment
Saint-SaensandMiyagi.
is provided.just bringyour
magicbyHofzmser,Vernon.
suit Thisis opento students,
Robert-Hoodin
andothers.
farulty/staftandthe general
Just
56 seats, so resenations
public.Pre-registerat theORP.
strongly
recommended
to avoid 435-797-3264.
$10adults/$8
disappointment
kidsunder12.Tidcets
at WWW •

Study Abroad Fair- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
TSCInternational Lounge
Human Library-Noon to 2 p.m.
Library
An Eveningof One Acts- 7:30to 9:30
p.m. FAC,Studio Theater

NG
WS

More Calendar and FYI
listings,Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

utahStates

www.utahstatesman.co

•

StoreHours·
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM • Midnight,

Closed Sunday

PricesEffective
Jan.23-28,2012
Check out our deals on citygro.com
........

I"""""~~~~~~

:I

IFSVendor
CoapenPlU#
EXDlres:
V21/12
9528

Cllmfll!ell'•
1e.a-1e
az. Can•

Red Baron 12 Inch Claulc,
Thin Cruat or Fire BIiked Aut.

Select'lmWIN

Chunky Soup

Pizza

Western Family

Gallon Milk
With This Coupon

I

I

Lay'a 10-10.5 oz. A-■t.

Potato ChlDS or
Frito LIiy 9-1d'.S

oz.

Frltos & Cheetos

WNtllm F■mlly
28-32 oz. Bag A-■t.

Cereal

When You Buy 3 (THREE)

Kellogg's11A-19.SOLAsst.

Special Kor FiberPlusCereal
: @3for$9.00
1

Grandma Sycamore's

24 oz. Whlta or Wheat

Bread

I Good Onl} Al Lee's Marketplace
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